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Executive Summary
The City of Casa Grande Wastewater service expenditures are 100% user fee funded. The rates to
provide this funding are reviewed annually to ensure the revenue is sufficient to pay for the
expenditures. There is also a loan requirement that the City meet certain benchmarks to ensure
repayment of the loan issued to finance the wastewater treatment plant expansion

Financial Picture
The following schedule presents the current financial picture of the wastewater operations fund. As
shown, Wastewater Treatment Development Impact Fees are not generating revenue sufficient to
cover their portion of annual debt service. As these payments are required the Wastewater Operating
Fund must cover the shortfall of funds for annual debt payment. This results in a declining cash
balance.
The main driver of the rate increase is the requirement to repay the debt for the wastewater
treatment plant expansion while maintaining a legally mandated minimum reserve balance. At the
time the expansion was planned, it was assumed that growth would pay more than 50% of the debt
service based on the construction costs for new capacity in relation to upgrading existing systems.
Growth has not maintained the rate anticipated and the Operating Fund is required to make up the
difference under the terms of the loan agreement with the Water Infrastructure Financing Authority.
Although established as a loan there is no anticipation that the rate of growth will increase to the
point that this loan may be repaid from Impact Fees generated in the near future.
Based on current projections additional rate increases will be required on an annual basis to maintain
operations, fund reserves and cover existing debt service. In the following projection this fund is
utilizing existing savings to offset ongoing expenditures as rate increases are phased in over the fiveyear period. Not until the fifth year, FY2021, in this projection are annual revenues sufficient to cover
annual expenditures and reserves.
For a more comprehensive look at the wastewater rates, please look on the city web site at the rate
study completed in 2009. The web address is:
http://casagrandeaz.gov/dept/finance/comprehensive-rate-studies/

If you have any questions, please contact Doug Sandstrom at dsandstrom@casagrandeaz.gov or by
phone at (520)421-8600.
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